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RESIDENT, COMMUTER BLOCS PROVIDED

SA To Consider New
Constitution Thursday
Phoio by Richard Smoot

Aquanauts
Though no man is an island, wise men tell us, these four
Steve Stelle (a member of the USF swimming team), GwenUSF aquanauts are completely surrounded by water in the
da. Adams, and Bob Oblwiler clown around for our photog·
h. h ·
h
Dew Na tat()rtum
rapher who chose the Natatorium 's underwater window to
w IC IS open ...
••vo ours per day for r ec reoor
tional swimming. Though the girls are without bathing
caps
getting wet.
· t
·
s
aJ
in fhe_p_ac_ur
___
_e,_th_e_y_a_r_e_req_u_Jr_ed_a_t_a_u_ tt·_mes
_ . _ u_sa_n_ D_e_,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Consideration will start Thursday night of a new , constitution tailored for the quarter system by the Stu- ~
dent Association (SA) in a job that is hoped to be com- ,
pleted by the end of July.
The SA also asked that warning tickets, in which no
fine is levied, be issued during Orientation and Regis- t
trationWeeks.
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The new c?nstitution w~ll pro- General elections for presi.
pose a maJor chang~ 1~ the dent, vice president, and sena- .
Five
co'llege
associatio
ns
limited
to
22
._
manner of
On m the t
I . 1 tur representati
-R
tati
. or are s till set for November ~< seats with a minimum of two seats for each. &
egis a e.
epresen on m with the new term to begin in
w
the five colleges will be slashed
'
from 44 to 22 deats, with the re- J anuary.
_
"
11 representatives for residents, ap· ~~
mainder to be divided between In other bus~~ss, edBo~ C~· ? portioned by district.
~
a bloc of resident students and pe~ter was co rrm .
Y e ~
,
pro U'
11 representat'1ves for commuter stu ~·
commut ers. Eleven represent a- legislature
t
C as tpres1dent
·u
• ' '
t'
ill b 1 ted f
h empore. arpen er WI 1eave , d t
1ves w
e e ec
.·. '
rom eac the legislature
after the sumen s e Iect e d a_t Iarge.
sector.
,,
·
mer. Rules of procedure were ~,
A Traffic Court under the SA Judicial
THE RESIDENT representa- also approved.
'
·4.
tives _wm b~ elected by d_istr:ict, NEW LEGISLATORS admit·
Branch. It is composed of three students, a. -~<
undefmed m the constitutwn, ted by the legislature were Otis ~: faculty and administration
member.
'
a_nd the commuter representa- Olm and Harley Stock to the ~·
•
f
5 d
··
The Society of the Sigma Xi tives at large. Each college as- College of Basic Studies, Susan '.
•
Non-stud_e nt provided or on tu ent .
has announced through Dr. sociatio_n would be guaranteed Shaw to the College
of EducaCourt of Review, limited to one-year term. Harlow Shapley, chairman of two legislators.
.
d F
k L'H
d' · 5 d
· d ·In time.
•
It
would,
by
mathematic
.
s,
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an
ran
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By GILBERT BAILIE
omme
Jeu
its
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Grants-in-aid of Research
tu ent terms un I'lmlte
by your wardrobe. It is impor- these new patterns for a
tant to carefully consider wardrobe. Feel sure that the Committee, an award to Dr. limit. seats. in the College of to the Co~lege of LJb~al Arts.
Correspondent
Meanwhile,
Flonda Coun- It_,...
color in selecting your wartl- selection coordinates with the Glen E. Woolfenden, associate Bas1c Stud1es, the home of all il f Student the
Bod Presidents 1';._.,.,...
0
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Gilbert robe, rememberin g always
USF
sophomores
and
professor
freshmen,
of
c
zoology
.
at
USF.
Y
.
existing wardrobe, and will
Bailie is & USF student and that color displayed unwisely
This award has been made to 14 with the other four col- met m Tallahass~ last Fnday
enhance appearance.
. . and
w1th members ·
owner of & men's clothing may produce an unwanted
to Dr. Woolfenden to assist leges allotted two each at rrum· t tif Saturday
.
before th e sena t
es ymg
Here's a hint: don't try to him in his study
e
store.)
image.
of bird popu- mum.
C
.
Ed
t"10
d
match patterned slacks with a lations in
0~
Full color ahead! The new
The five senators would re- ?mmJttee
uca
~
an
suburban
Pinellas
Outer appearance gives oth- similarly patterned sportcoat.
· · th
· tu
t d Htgher Learmng. They reJteratfashion emphasis is color
County.
~atn m e 1egis1a re, e1ec e ed their stand on the tuition
coordination of your clothes. ers thcil· first impression ; an Coordinate a solid with a pat·
Dr.
Shapley
added,
Sigma
a
arge.
extremely important impres-' tern, {or example, when wear.
issue.
The all purpose white shirt,
Xi each year makes a number
INCLU~ED i~. the Judiciary They also presented the Coming patterned slacks with a of grants·
dark slacks and da rk suit are sion.
to the most promis- Branch, m addition to the Stu· mittee with financial
Color rich plaids (a " must'' solid blazer.
fact sheets
no longer completely adeing
scientists
at critical points dent Court of Review, is a "Uni- which outlined the condition
The American Printmaker s,
vivor of an airplane crash
of
quate in today's wardrobe. for the traditional man) in
The color trend is unmistak- in their research careers. He versity Traffic Court" com- the
sponsored
by the University
students
slacks,
at
sportcoats
the
member
which is charged to the negliand
uni·
suits
Color is here!
able and will continue to said research fund tries to posed of three students, one facversities. The USF sheet said 43 Center (CTR) Arts and Exhigence of the pilot
The fashion minded young w iII brighten appearance . charge ahead. Although there meet those small needs
over- ulty_member, and one adminis· per cent of USF students were bits Committee, is still on
man of today must dress ap- Dress shirts, formerly consist- was some hestiation concering looked by the
Ford, a good friend of the
larger founda- tration member.
receiving financial aid from the display in CTR 108, the Unipropriately for any occasion. ing of solid tones and a few color in men's clothing at tis tions.
pilot, risks his life to clear his
All
members
would be ap- University.
versity Center Gallery.
whether an interview on cam- subtle stripes, have become concept, color has now found
friend's name by re-enacting
Founded in 1886, the Socie- pointed by the USF president, THE STATEMEN
S t u d e n t s may view the the fatal scene and
T said it did
pus or an off-campus party. color oriented. Dress shirts in its way into the majority of ty of the Sigma
cause of
Xi
MW
has
ann
all
sessi?ns
would be closed not represent those students many forms of expre:s.!;ion
Different moods are reflected checks, tatlersals, window- closets.
the
crash.
163
chapters
and
more
than to ~e ~ublic unless an open working off-campus, and that anytime between 8 a.m . and 5
panes, multi-colored stripes
160 clubs in the major col- hearmg IS requested by the de- many work full
and a host of new solids are
A FREE Band Dance will
time and carry p.m. Monday through Friday.
There is no indication that
leges and universities in the fendant
causing a color explosion.
be held at 9 p.m. Saturday in
this color trend will face a
a full academic load of 12 to 15 It is on display through June
United States and Canada. It
The Student Court. of Review hours.
the CTR Ballroom. It is spon23.
The clothing industry is of- downfall; its present demand has
an active membership of would be able cons1st of non- "With increased
sored by the University CenAll prints are for sale and
tuition," the
fering the customer an end- is unfillable.
93,000 scientists, sponsors 18 students. Student m e m b e r s statement to
ter Dance Committee. Dress
the Education may be purchased in the CTR
less selection of fabrics, col·
Color is the key word, its national lectureships, publish- would serve as
l~ng ~s they at· Committee said, "they will not Program Activities Office,
is campus wear but no shorts.
ors, and patterns in slacks, spectrum for fashion
is un· es The American Scientists, tended the Umverstty. Non- be able
to continue their educa- CTR 156E.
sweaters, shirts and sport- limited, adding a desirable
The Music Committee is
and in 1966, made awards in studen~ membership is limited tion ... on a normal
coats.
schedule
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY sponsoring an informal Hooterichness to your wardrobe. support of research totaling to one
year.
unless scholarship and loan night at 7:30 p .m. in Fine
nanny next Wednesday at 2
When choosing clothes, ex- Color is here!
Sigma Nu fraternity has
$77,000.
QU~IFICA
T~Ol'jS for pres~- funds are greatly increased."
p.m. on the east patio of the
Arts-Humanities 101, the
raced into the league lead in press taste with color, a weldent, v1ce president, and pres1- The bill proposing a tuition Movies Committee will pre- University Center. The hour
the intramural softball stand- come contrast to the conserdent pro tempore were un- freeze by Sen. Lawton Chiles sent another show, "Fate is will feature Rick Norcross
ings through last Thursday. vative dark clothing. The
changed. A 2.5 cumulative was not voted out of committee the Hunter," starring Glenn from the 18th String Coffee
basic
shades
of
olive,
brown.
They have won seven straight
grade point ratio is still re- last week. With six of the 14 Ford and Nancy Kwan, Rod House.
but PE Majors No. 2 have and navy, as weJI as gray, are
quired, and 90 quarter hours committee members absent, Taylor, and Suzanne Pleshstill
in
demand,
and
The program will be !olk
should
won their first six to remain
must have been completed. they voted 4-4, keeping the bill ette.
music, sing-along, and generjust a half game back. The constitute a part of every
These are the same for the in committee.
A stewardess is the sole surman's wardrobe.
ally musical pot luck.
two will meet Thursday.
Chief Justice of the Student STUDENT SEN. Frank Cald- - - - - - - - - - - ----------W L Pet. G.B.
Most of the manufactur ers
well said it would be considered
Fall Rushees attended the Mary Anne Gilbert said, "We Court of Review.
Sigma Nu
7 0 1.000
have maintained these colors,
The old constituion required again Friday.
Panhellenic
Fall Rush Regis- were very pleased with the
P.E.M. No. 2 6 0 1.000 ~ s upplementing them with the
60 trimester hours at the time In a release, the Council said
E. P . Minors 5 2 .714 2
vast color cycle of patterns, tration Tea last Sunday in the number of girls attending the
policy statements "which will
University
Center
Ballroom
tea and sincerely hope that of election.
Varnimacs
plaids, and stripe§. The bold
3 4 .600 3
The constitution does not say acquaint the state with the
from
2
to5
p.m.
when
they
.
those
rushees
A.T.O.
not
·able
3 4 .429 4
to be
and dynamic look of the patif the 90 hours required shall viewpoints on vital issues held
Alpha 3W
3 4 .429 4
terned suit has entered the registered for September rush. present will mail their applihave been completed upon elec- by the 50,000 students the CounTheta Chi
Some 100 Gree~ representa- catiQns..inbetween J uly 17 and
I 4 .200 5
fashion spectrum.
tion, or inauguration. The point eil represents" would be forthThe Schedule for Thursday
Patterned slacks need no in- tives · from campus sororities 20.''
was disputed during last year's coming.
Portraits for the 1968 Aege- suit coats, dark tie, and white
ls PEM No. 2 vs. Sigma Nu troduction; they were the were cQJJ. hand to meet the
July 17-20 are the dates !or vice presidential campaign
an
will be taken Wednesday, shirt.
durIn
an
election
of
officers,
SA
on qiamond No. 1 with J. break-through for color in tra- girls and answer any ques- late fall rush registration .
ing which SA Vice president President John Hogue was June 7, for Trimester lilA
Sittings for August graduFischer, and John Fantone of- ultional clothing. Plaid slacks tions concerning rush.
Besides 'the reg~tration it- Don Gifford's opponent, SRG's elected treasurer
of the Council, prospective graduating se- ates will be announced later.
ficiating. ATO meets T.heta presented the fresh look men
At the tea rushees filled out self, last Suritl<iy'S tea ·offered Mike Kannensohn, was
disquali- with Charles Shepherd, presi- niors and M.A. candidates.
Reservation s for the 1968
Chi on diamond three with T. were searehing for in cloth· an application and paid a
$3 interested girls an ,opportunity fied for insufficient hours.
dent at the University of Flori- Beverly Studio will be in 221 Aegean will be received in the
' Wolfe and J. Diederich umpir- ing.
refundable registration fee.
to become mote well acKANNENSOHN had the re- da, elected Council chairman; University Center (the Aege- Office of Campus Publications
ing.
Be particular in selecting
PANHELLENIC President quainted with the . sorority quired
number when the win- Gene Stearns of Florida State, an office) from 8 :30 a.m. to after July 1, and before midwomen of this campus.
ners were inaugurated. The vice chairman; Herb Smith of noon, and 1 to 5:30 p.m., Julie January, 1968.
Said onei"ir ushee, 1'The girls Court said the hours must have Florida A&M, recording secre- Fielding, Aegean seniors ediTRI IliA students who will
are very friendly and willing been completed at election tary; and Hank Petrillo of Flor- tor, announced.
to help. Lcan't wait until Sep- time, which occurred prior to a ida Atlantic University, correA schedule sheet will be not be on campus after final
tember'.s J'l¥ih !"
posted in CTR 223, the Office examinations may reserve
'
new trimester.
sponding secretary.
of Campus Publications, so their copies by mail after July
that students may have their 1, giving their address where
sittings reserved at an ap- the book will be mailed to
pointed time. This will avoid them after June 1, 1968. A
long lines and reduce the check for $1, made out to the
waiting time, Miss Fielding University of South Florida,
plus 50 cents mailing fee,
said.
should accompany the reserSTUDENTS who will not be vation request 1ltere will be
on campus June 7 may make no further charge.
QUESTION: Has the con- of the food served he is invit- a TV in the Argos
Students who will pick up
television an appointmen t with Beverly
struction ·of -the Golf Course ed to tour, by appointmen t lounge?
Studio either in St. Petersburg their copies on campus on the
come to a, standstill? WHI it only, Morrison's warehouse
ANSWER: Mr. King has or- or Tampa. In Tampa the ad- announced distribution days
be open by Septemoe'i-?
where the food is processed dered the TV and it should be dress is 307 Twiggs St., phone may reserve their books with
ANSWER; Ric I) a rd E. and distributed to the Univer- installed soon.
223-3135; in St. Petersburg, payment of $1. A charge of
.Heeschen, aSsistant ·director sity Cafeteria. Any group in•
QUESTION : What are the Maas Bros., corner of First $5 will be made for extra copof physical education, said, terested is asked to come by men doing in Gamma Hall of- Avenue North at Third Street, ies, or to non-University persons. Faculty and staff must"Because of the 'r e c e n t the University Center (CTR) fice every night?
phone 253-3424.
drought conditions the con- 242 for an appointment.
There will be no charge for make similar reservations.
ANSWER: The men are
The 1967 Aegean had 280
tractors working on the projQUESTION: Has there ever from Andros and are being the sitting.
ect have had to briefly curtail been a successful suicide on kept on the payroll by taking
Women are advised to wear pages, including 16 in full
operations on installing the ir- campus? Have there ever over the RA's duty every skirts and blouses to facilitate color and, the Aegean staff
rigation system. They hope, been any interesting suicides night
being dressed in the photogra- says, an "equally impressive
however, to be back on sched- or murders on campus?
QUESTION: Why isn't there pher's drape. Appropriate book is being planned for next
year."
ule shortly and hopefully the
ANSWER: Dean Wunder- any colored chalk available dress for men will be dark
course will open on schedule lich,
for
use
STUDENTS OR staff who
by
profs?
dean of student affairs,
in September. "
ANSWER: To the best of
had reserved copies of the
said there were two suicides
current yearbook are urged to
QUESTION: Is it true that some time ago. The first one my knowledge there has been
Phoro by Richard smoor
pick up their copies in CTR
the beef they use at Morrison's took place in a dorm room no request in the last two
223 as soon as possible. Books
is Grade B?
where a student swallowed a years for colored chalk. We
not taken before Oct. 1 will be
do not recommend it due to
lethal
ANSWER:
chemical,
According
in
1962.
The
to
Sorority representati ves discuss plans for
Kappa Delta. Sbtnding are Becky Haigler,
General Telephone Special resold on a first-come, first- .
W. N. Hunt, director of Morri- second suicide was in 1964 the fact it is much harder to
faD rush at las t Sunday's Panhellenic Rush
presents
Delta Delta Delta; Pat Donahoe, Delta Zeta;
"Production 51-18" served basis.
clean
the blackboards, said
son's Food Service, "There is when a student shot himself
Registration in the University Center Balltonight
on
WUSF TV Channel
Mary Ann Gilbert, Alpha Delta Pi; and t•resiQueries this summer conCharles
W.
Butler,
assistant
with
a
revolver.
no grade currently listed by
room. Seated are Rosemarie Calli, Delta
dent of Panhellenic E ileen Harris, Xi, Xi, Xi;
director of the physical plant. 16 at 7 p.m. The film stresses cerning the yearbook should
Dean
the
Wunderlich
U.S.
Departmen
said
t
there
of
AgriZeta; Irene Pomerantz, Delta Sigm& Tau;
Carol McCoy, vice president of Panltellenic
QUESTION: What is the the importance of mutual un- be addressed to the Office of
culture as grade B." Mr. Hunt had been no interesting suiSharon Barfield, Alpha Delta Pi; Peggy Apfrom Kappa. Delta.
possibility
of getting some derstanding and cooperation Campus Publications) CTR
said that anytime a student cides or murders on campus.
~ar, Phi Gamma. Chi; Barbara • Molinari,
- at home, at work, and in 223, ext. 618. The yearbook ofhas
doubt as to the quality
QUESTION: Why isn't there
(Oontfnued on Page 2)
the com·~ •mity.
fice is cV!sed.

Men's Fashions - Color Is A. Must

Prof Given
Grant For
Bird Study
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CTR Sponsors
Exhibit, Dance

Sigma Nu
Leads Pack
In Softball

Panhellenic Hosts
Registration Tea

Aeg ean Portraits
Set For June 7

In A Rush

Campus TV
Features Film
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Editorials And
Commentary

U. of South Florida, Tampa

Wait Until November
The Student Association will
open discussion Thursday night of
a new constitution to fit the quarter system, but not even 10 per
cent of the people it will affect will
be able to vote yea or nay on it.
The old constitution, approved
in 1964, will not work under the
quarter because, among administrative reasons, election rules will
be altered, terms of office
changed, and the defects of the
present constitution deleted or
lessened.
IN THE SA's view, the constitution must be put into effect this
summer for the government to operate in the fall. We agree completely on that score. But we heartily disagree with the view that
summer voters must approve it.
We believe final approval must
wait until September, or desirably,
until November.
This constitution will outline the
government of 10,500 students at
the minimum, and more as the
University grows. If the document
is voted upon this summer, with
about 2,000 students expected, only

a maximum of 10 per cent will be
able to vote. Elections have a way
of turning out with less than 100
per cent participation. That is too
few to vote on any important governmental measure.
The solution, as we see it, is to
hold the referendum in the summer to approve only suspension of
the old trimester constitution. The
quarter constitution should be approved only as an addition to the
bylaws. As an addition to the bylaws, it lets the SA operate under
an updated outline.
IF THE LEGALITY of SA actions prior to approval in November is questioned, the problem, of
course, can be solved by insertion
of a provision of automatic approval of aU measures taken since the
suspension of the old constitution.
Meanwhile, if any opposition to
the new constitution should develop in the fall, repairs may be made
without having to go through the
laborious process of amendment or
hearings before the Student Court
Of Review.

Loans Available
In an editorial last week, we
said that it was too late to apply
for a loan for the fall quarter. It is
not too late.

Loans are still available. It is
scholarships that are no longer
available for the fall.

The Time Is Right
What happened to the manual?
We mean the changes in the Board
of Regents Operating Manual the
SA was working so hard on last trimester.
In a meetnig of the SA last
March, the amendments were
tabled for further consideration by
and for the members. That was the
last peep out of that issue and none
has been heard since.
We hope the SA reconsiders this
important revision to the document
that rules the do's and don'ts of
state student life, instead of seeming to pocket veto the measure.
That is what has happened because of inactivity on it.
THE POINTS the SA, and specifically Trimester II Secretary of
Academic Affairs Jack McGinnis
had in mind were important.
Among them were mandatory
authorization of student governments by state university presidents; establishment of the student
government as a "government,"
instead of a "service organization;" permission of non-university
controlled publications; the granting of student government authority to review new university regulations; prohibition of university action against students guilty of
criminal offenses unless the violation also contradicts school regulations; and requirement of universities to compile and present to each
student a copy of all regulations
governing him as a student.
These points are not insignificant. The Oracle urged at length
last trimester that the administration not consider these as brash demands, in an attempt to facilitate
their reception. But they never
reached the administration .
'

IN VIEW of the recent praise
the students have received from
the Tampa Tribune, television station WTVT, and Dean of Student
Affairs Herbert J. Wunderlich, the
public image of student action is
now in a most favorable light.
Dean Wunderlich warmly lauded
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EDITORiS NOTEl The folloWing Ill a
letter frum Marine rorpora.l Rud Kirsch
stationed In VIetnam to his rousht, ()n,rolt
Fieldsa., 208. It Is po11tmarked Mo.y 2.
HI, Cousin,
How's school, you lucky thing? Right
about now 1'd give my right arm to be
back there.
In case you hadn't heard, ole Rod has
~~:one to war. I can't name where I am
but there are lots of lizards and mosquitos and Commies. It's a veritable paradise. Contrary to popular belief, however, we don't si:Jend all our time ducking
· bullets. We have a lot of time to ourselves. This is whPre the loneliness
c.omes ln. Baby, for the first time In my
life, I'm really lonely. In desperation
I've turned to you. I rpalize il's a pain,
but I need a favor.

the SA at its recent meeting of the
legislature.
As a result, USF and state officials are in, perhaps, their most
receptive mood. Students from
USF, up to their elbows in involvement in the tuition struggle, were
called to testify before the Senate
Higher Education Committee in
Tallahassee last week.
It makes the fourth straight
week USF SA members have either been in Tallahassee, or have
had direct communication with
state legislators on the issue.
We think the time is right for
student legislators to press a bit
harder for the changes they want
to make. Seldom has such a receptive attitude been encountered on
the part of officials, and these
moderate requests may now be
honored.

War Lightener
On this page, a letter from a
Marine in Vietnam has requested
girl pen pals ·to boost his and his
men's morale while stationed in
that country. In the face of the political nature of the war as opposed
to an orthodox strategy, and of
abundant protests of the war at
home, morale could use some bolstering.
Speaking with an Air Force
medical corpsman recently, he
spoke of the homesickness that accompanies servicemen even while
stationed in this country. He said
comic strips were sent to him during his initial month away from
home and that they were enjoyed
tremendously.
Along with anything else the
girls might want to enclose in their
letters, the¥ might try snipping out
comics from home papers and
sending them with the letter.
A lighter touch would do wonders for tired feet, tired limbs, or
tired spirits.

Action Line
benches placed around campus in strategic places such
as under trees, etc.?
ANSWER: The possibility of
getting additional benches is
excellent as funds are available. Fourteen benches were
constructed for Crescent Hill,
said Butler.
QUESTION: Is there anywhere on campus where a
rock 'n' roll band can prac·
tice?
ANSWER:
Raymond C.
King, director of Housing, says
that bands can no longer practice in Argos Center because
they disturb those studying. However, they may practice in Andros Center outside
or in the cafeteria shelter, or
they may contact Dr. Gale L.
Sperry, chairman, Department of Music, ext. 311 to see
about using a soundproof
music practice room in the
Fine Arts-Humanities Building.

•

l\fAIL CAU, is the worst part of the
day for a lot of us. Most of us broke up
with our girls before coming here. Those

Avant-Garde Scoffs s·ocial
Criticism Of The 'Squares'
Third Of Four Parts
By HENRY WINTHROP
Chairman and Professo;r
Interdisciplinary Social Sciences
The avant-garde members of the
younger generation are proving to be
merely negative critics. Their ignorance
prevents them from doing anything
about the social situations which they deplore and against which they inveigh.
But they have few constructive ideas
for changing that social system although,
it must be admitted, some of the more
politically conscious youth groups do
have far-seeing plans for social improvement. Their plans are, however, often
more doctrinal than technically competent.
As for the "subterraneans" of the
avant-garde - the hipsters in our midst,
they are living on borrowed capital, both
intellectual and social capital. They toil
not, neither do they spin. It was the
members of the older generation who did
most to change the world in the 20th century. In the process they created both
debits and credits.
THE YOUNGER generation is all too
parasitic on the social and economic
fringe benefits produced by their elders,
The avant-garde criticizes the habits and
values of the older generation. Unquestionably these habits and values require
revision for the emerging social order.
But they are criticizing at the same
time those very habits and values which
created the capital through which to
some extent, the hipsters enjoy them·
selves. They are bitter over the tragic
science and technology. They blame the
technically competent oldsters and the
administrators associated with them, fC>r
creating a world in which these secondary, social consequences now play
themselves out.
Such criticism amounts to charging
the oldsters with intent to produce these
secondary consequences and being indifferent to their effects on human beings.
But these consequences were unforeseen
by everyone and their presence bothers
the old as well as the young, although
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both generations do not know what to do
to get rid or these effects. But one cannot blame the older generation for not
being omniscient.
ONLY A generation with a constructive, social philosophy can remake and
improve the world. And whatever improvements are to come, they will have
little chance of seeing the light of day
unless the role of technology and social
complexity in our lives, is appreciated.
The avant-garde persistently fails to
give credit to those members of the older
generation who made their protest possible, by earlier calling philosophical attention to the seeds of their discontent.
The avant-garde thas borrowed the ideas
of "squares" who have become part of
"the system" and, in the process, they
refuse to grant a credit line to these
"squares," whom they bitterly resent with the battlecry "Don't trust anyone
over 30" - have been trying to remold
"the system" nearer tC> their (the younger generation's) hearts' desire.
This is true of new squares as well as
old "squares." Let us consider some of
the new "squares" first.
IT WAS John W. Gardner, presently
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, who wrote "Self Renewal. The Indi-

vidual and the Innovative Society." One
would think that the avant-garde would
note this when they prate about selfidentity_ It was Hubert Humphrey who
made an effort to revamp the liberal
credo in "The Cause Is Mankind."
It was Elmer Davis, one of the most
distinguished radio commentators of our
time, who wrote "But We Were Born
Free," a tract for the times which shows
genuine feeling for the freedoms which
the hipsters chatter so much about freedoms whose absence, they imagine,
they have been the first to discover and
which they usually think of only in relation to themselves. It is Seymour Melman, a contemporary "square" and professor of industrial engineering from Columbia University, who is providing
them with ammunition concerning the
wasteful practices of modern society
("The Depleted Society") - practices
which waste both resources and people.
AND THE best facts and arguments
on behalf of international peace that
members of the younger generation can
lay their hands on, are coming from professional "squares" all over this country.
So much for the "new" squares. What
about the "old" squares?
It was Freud, a "square" from Vienna, who gave to the world that emphasis
on the place of sex in 'civilized life which
they make so much of. Likewise it was
Freud who provided the insights into
those modern expressions of sex which
the hipsters emphasize in endless discussions, as though they themselves had discovered these insights.
It was Karl Marx, a German
"square" - and there is no "square"
squarer than a German "square" - Who
gave them a large part of the democratic credo that they prattle so much about
now and yet often seem to understand so
poorly.
And
if name-dropping could
strengthen our point - it would be possible to mention many other "squares"
who gave the avant-garde much of their
spiritual capital. They have forgotten
that they live on the shoulders of giants.

King's 'Vietnam Summer'
Sai d Key To U.S. Future
By WILLIAM F. PEPPER
Special to the Collegiate Press Service
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (CPS) - Vietnam Summer, a national educational
program against the war in Vietnam announced April 23 in Cambridge by Dr.
Martin Luther King, could well determine (through its success or failure) the
destiny of the United States.
The first announcement of the summer program came April 15 in New
York, when the civil rights leader and
Nobel Peace Prize winner told 125,000
persons that college students should stay
home this summer (as they did for the
famous Mississippi Summer of 1964) and
work within their communities toward
ending the war.
National headquarters for the summer movement are at 129 Mt. Auburn
Street on the Harvard campus.
SUPPORT FOR the nationwide educational and organizational effort has
been forthcoming from nearly every constituency connected with the peace
movement. In my judgment the success
of Vietnam Summer may not only make
it impossible for today's barbaric leadership to continue this wretched war, but
also develop political organizational
bases across the country for tomorrow's
struggle to accomplish political, social
and economic reconstruction.
The concept of Vietnam Summer orginated with organizing experiences In the
Greater Boston area. (Gar Alperovitz of

the Kennedy Institute at Harvard is now
chief director of the summer project.)
Since then, a number of organizations
- Women Strike for Peace, clergy and
laymen concerned with the war, the National Council of Churches, and the National Conference for New Politics
(NCNP) among them - have been cooperating in the effort. NCNP, for example, has placed a man in full-time
work in Cambridge to help the project
begin, and it is now recruiting and hiring
field coordinators.
ANOmER EXAMPLE of group efforts are those of the national leadership
of the University Christian Movement
and Students for a Democratic Society,
as well as other student organizations
who are touring campuses and recruiting
volunteers. Lee Webb of the Institute for
Policy Studies in Washington is serving
as one of the key national directors.
Vietnam Summer is a sort of Mississippi Summer in reverse, in which volunteers work in their own communities (instead of going South) over the vacation
in order to (1) identify by survey or
other means the anti-war sentiment present; (2) educate and cultivate further
with resource discussion sessions; and
(3) organize this sentiment into specific
action projects, the nature of which will
be determined at the local level.
These latter may involve petitions to
Congressmen demanding that they return and hold public hei[ings on the war

in their districts; placement of anti-war
questions on local ballots; encouragement
of new political groups at the local level ;
and even the urgent development of a
national alternative to Lyndon Johnson
for president of this country in 1968.
POSSIBILITIES for other activity are
infin1te. And, moreover, organizers are
now hoping for over 10,000 volunteers at
work in 500 communities by the Fourth of
July.
Although the call to participate is out
to professionals, house1vives, workers
and others, this effort needs widespread
student participation in order to succeed
And students who are ready to join their
brothers and sisters all over America in
perhaps the most serious drive of the
peace movement to date, should get in
touch with the national office immediately. Because the killing, the bombing, the
rape of Vietnam are still going on.
William F. Pepper is executive director of the National Conference for
New Politics (NCNP). Formerly executive director of the New Rochelle
(N.Y.) Commission on Human ' Rights,
political science instructor at Mercy
College in Dobbs Ferry, N.Y., and director of l\lercy's Children's Institute
for Advanced Study and Research, 1\lr.
Pepper authored the controversial article, "The Children of Vietnam" which
appeared in the January issue of
"Ramparts" Magazine.
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ot us who didn't are gradually loslne our
girls. It seems thtt a year ls too long to
ask a girl to walt while a man's at war.
We need mall, baby, to reassure us
that someone, somewhere gives a damh.
This brings me to the purpoRe In Wt'lting. other squad leaders have tried this
with great results, I 1d like to try it for
myself and my men.
WE NEED female "pen pnls." Arty of
yollr alt-lfriend~ who have a minute, ask
them to drop us a br·ief line at my address. An address lh yoUr campus paper,
If possiiJle, would be gl'eal. Arty letters to
me that I don't recognize will be distributed between my men. Believe me there
will be sdme prompt answers.
Although Marines light hard and,
when necessary, dle hatd, We're not animals devoid of human feellrtgs. This
place clin rot a man's m1nd as fast as
the rMt of hls body.
I'm In a jatn 1 Cousin, and need a
break. See what you can do for me.
please.
4CPL Rod Kirsch 2300045
H & S Battery S-3
2ndLAAM
FPO San Francisco, Calif. 96602

APink Dress,
Black Power,
And New Pride
By JANET WELLS
The Collegiate Press Service
ATLANTA (CPS) - The little girl on
the tennis court wasn't interested in anything but her new pink dress and the
imaginary game of hopscotch she was
playing on the lines of the tennis court.
She got too far away from the people
clustering around the mikes and TV
cameras, and her father - a moustached Negro man in a dark suit reached out a hand to pull her back.
"Did you see him, honey?" he asked.
"Did you see Stokely Carmichael?"
The little girl was only four or five
and too young to know who Stokely Carmichael was. She was probably too
young, too, to know anything about discrimination. She went on bouncing on
one foot, her pink skirt bobbing, until her
father swung her up on his shoulder so
she could look over the heads of the
crowd at Stokely_
THE SNCC leader was wearing the
black suit he had worn at Martin Luther
King's church that morning when he led
a standing ovation for the Nobel Peace
Prize winner's statements against the
war in Vietnam. The place was the Kirkwood Community Center and the topic of
his talk was to have been the threatened
rezoning of the pleasant Negro community for business.
Stokely talked instead about black
people.
He told them about their history, too
often forgotten by the wirters of textbooks confined to Western civilization.
("They teach us what they want us to
know. They have brainwashed the hell
out of us.")
HE INFORMED them that the first
university in the world was not in white
Greece but in Negro Timbuctu. He even
pointed out that if George Washington
Carver had not invented peanut butter,
whites would have to eat plain jelly
sandwiches.
His statements were provocative it
you were white, but everyone chuckled
when he said, "We got love, we got nonviolence, we got morality, we got
rhythm. We got everything but power."
"We've got to begin to let them know
that we stand together, all for one and
one for all," he told them. "We got to let
tliem know that when they touch one of
us, they got to touch us all."
LITTLE NEGRO boys and SNCC
members twisted among the listening
crowd distributing cards which read,
"Black is beatutiful, 'lnd it's so beautiful
to be black. " Unembarrassed, a little
boy thrust one Into my hand.
The card seemed to sum up what the
young man was trying to tell them , and
the faces of the people around him were
li t with the same excitement that sparkled in the eyes of the little girl's father.
Stokely had told them and made them
believe what ho one else had - that they
were not only equal but beautiful, that
one does not have to be white tC> hold his
head with pride.
They seemed to have awakened like
the adolescent who realizes for the- first
time that he is a human being with a
mind and a will and a future of his own
and no longer needs or wants the constant supervision of his parents. There
was a hint of teen-age rebelliousness,
too, which would be outgrown with the
assumption of new responsibilities.
WHEN STOKELY had fin ished, one of
his lieutenants led the crowd in yelling,
"Black Power" with a kind of " hip, hip,
hooray" fervor.
The little girl in the pink dress was
still unmoved as the crowd began to disperse. But one imagined that someday,
with the same light that had shown in
her father's eyes, she would tell her children, "One time I saw Stokely Carmichael."
And whether her white neighbors
would share her enthusiasm or not, no
one could take that away from her.
(Miss Wells is managing editor of the
Georgia State College SIGNAL.)
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Time and room schedules of c•mpus organizations meeting regularly are POsted
In the University Center Lobby.
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READER'S THEATRE COFFEE HOUSI!,
2 p.m., CTR 252.
THURSDAY
NAVY RECRUITERS, all day/ Center
Lobby and CTR 20-4·5.
SA LEGISLATURE, 7 p.m ., CTR 252,
FRIDAY
NAVY RECRUITERS, all day, Center
Lobby and CTR 204-5.
MOVIE : "Fate Is the Hunter," 7:30p.m.,
FA,H 101.
PLAY : "Caucasian Chalk Circle," pr6duced by the Department of Speech, En·
glneerlng Auditorium, 8 p.m.
SATURDAY
MOVIE: " Fate Is the Hunter," 7:30 p.m.,
FAH 101.
PLAY : "Caucasian Chalk Circle," pr6duced by the Department of Speech, Engineering Auditorium, 8 p.m.
JUKE BOX STEREO DANCE, 9 p.m.,
CTR 248.
SUNDAY
SIGMA EPSILON, 7 p.m ., CTR 201.
SIGMA NU, 7:30p.m.. CTR 251.
MONDAY
PTA MEETING, 9 a.m., CTR 251
IFC RUSH COMMITTEE, 7 p.m.. CTR

Grants Help
Colleges Grow

Kentucky Prof Is
Run Out Of Town

Do One-Third
Of Research

0RI'. CLE
., ,
Classified Ads ;.:«

1. AUTOMOTIVE

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
VALIANT convertible, buckets, "POW·
- New grants totalling more 1964
er steoring 20 m.p.g. 932-1275. See at
- Four institutions conduct
than $22 million to help "de- Unlv. Apts. No. ~8 after 6 p.m. S950.
about one-third of the nation's
veloping" colleges and univer- 3. FOR RENT
Official Notices
university • related research,
sities reach their scholastic ROOMS FOR RENT. New lakefront home
FACULTY MEETING of Liberal Arts and
By WALTER GRANT
ton a nd his wife slept on the
according to the 1967 survey
The college's director said, potential have been an- has 3 bedrms. w/balh for rent. All new
Basic Studies, 2 p.m. Monday, FAH 101.
furniture, complete use of house and faEach of the six Liberal Arts Commissions
conducted by "Industrial Re- The Collegiate Press Service floor at night before leaving "People have been critical of nounced by
will report on Its progress to date, wifh
the U.S. Office of cilities. Near Bearss and Florida Ave. SIS
Cumberland because they the book and I think rightly Education.
search" magazine.
opparfunily for questions and discussion.
wk. per person. Call Howard, 229~857
CUMBERLAND, Ky. (CPS) were
CHANGES IN EXTENSION NUMBERS:
afraid their house would so," But he said he has not
Three of the schools are lo- - The people in t his
To be utilized for such proj- 5. FOR SALE
The new number ot the Information Desk
small be shot at.
In the Adm inistration Building is 113. (II
called for Pennington's resig- ects as student and faculty ex- TENOR SAX - lop
cated
in
California
- the Uni- community in the far southqua lity professiona l
w ill be necessary to continue to dial the
Pennington's friend also nation.
ent, excellen t condition. Good
versity of California, Califor- eastern part of Kentucky are
usual "9" to reach th e downtown telechanges, cooperative use of Instrum
care. For more Information call 988-6716,
phone company's Information number.)
nia Institute of Technology, just beginning to simmer added that the professor
"We have academic free- visiting scholars and consul- Tom.
18~" has been added to the phone num~
would not go out unless ac- dom, Pennington has academ- tants, and a variety of special Large 3 bedroom house, well l andscaped,
bers in the Office of Information Serand
Stanford
University.
The
down after waging a successvices.
Fenced yard, close fo campus ( Brilr·
companied by other people.
fourth is the University of ful drive to run a college
ic freedom, and the students academic programs, the funds wood)
The Ae ean yearbook office is closed for
- 935-8657 Deserting Faculty mempro_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
the sur:lmer. Dial 618 (Office of Campus
Chicago.
fessor out of town.
THE mONIC thing is that have academic freedom," were awarded under the
Publications) for Information or to leave
Twenty - four schools remessages.
"strengthening developing in- 7. HELP WANTED
Residents here and in other Pennington did not write any Falkenstine said.
DUPLICATING SERVICES will be closed ~O~.BATE· Forensic Association debate sponding to the survey constitutions" title (III) of the Graduates or older adult students-part
Harlan County communities of the poems in the book. All
from June 1 to June 12 for the printing with Floyd Christian CTR 252.
BUT SOME of Falkenstine's
time educational counselors needed duct at least $20-million a have been boiling mad about were written
of final examinations.
TUE;DAY
by students in statements indicated his dis- Higher Education Act of 1965. guaranteed ssoo per 1().wk. period. Call
DAY CAMP DISCOU_N T: St~ff a~d facul- PTA GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 7:15 p.m. , year on research. One hun932-7~.56 or Write Carmen R. Bronson,
Special
programs
will
per
a book of protest poems pub- Pennington's creative writing pleasure with the controversy.
ty interested in sendong theor choldren to Gym. get-togethers
3333 W. Columbus Or., Tampa, 33603
,
p.m. Andros dred seventy-four institutions
day camp may call 949-4607 after 6 p.m. C
mit students with weak aca'
• 9 30
'
lished by a creative writing class.
for special rates.
en 1er.
"We
can't
grow
and
survive
11. WANTED
reported at least $100,000 in class at the University
Another informed source in a situation of turmoil," he demic backgrounds to enroll
of KenPE FACILITIES: Persons using tennis
annual
research
WANTED
funds.
TO RENT OR LEASE: Faculty
And basketball courts and other PE facilin college and take courses to
Concerts, Lectures,
tucky's Southeast Community said the fact that some of the said. " We need
ities are requested to observe the ru~s
to keep peace strengthen their reading, writ- member arriv ing Aug.-Sept. needs house;
long
or
pasted. Facilities maY not be usect when
short
term; furnished or unfurTHE MAGAZINE estimated College in the heart of Appa- poems protest against strip and harmony in the area and
Exhibitions
classes are in session.
nished. Call Dr. Hirschberg, ext. 430;
ing,
speaking,
and
listening
lachia.
mining
partially
home
phone.
explains
932-0974
the to do things constructive."
PLAY: "Under Milk Wood," by Dylan that at least $2.1-blllion was
GYMNASIUM is closed at 8 p.m .
comprehension skills.
Thomas, 8:30 p.m ., June 1-3, Theatre. ReThe professor of the class, hysterical attitudes of some of
NATATORIUM is open for recreational served
being sent in university • re13. MISCELLANEOUS
Seats, admission charged.
Dr. Ellis Hartford, dean of
swimming from noon to 2 p.m. Monday EXHIBITION:
Lee
Pennington,
THESE STUDENTS are exNew
had
acquisitions
to
leave
by
MIthe
people.
lated research, with an addithrough Fridays, Women must wear bath· chael
SA IL TO THE BAHAMAS. Enloy a unique
the
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Community
de Leon, Romas Viesules,
Colleges,
lng caps. Hours for the outdoor paol are Victor Ponce
pected
to
catch
town
up with the vacation as captain of the luxurious 37'
and go into hiding beHe pointed out that strip
Vasa relly, through Juno 30, LJ, tional $600-million going for 19
2 to 6 p.m. Mondays through Sundays, brary Gallery.
"Sea Song," All navigational aids,
cause he did not feel safe mining operations in the area said nothing has been settled regular student body by their sloop
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTER EXHIBITION:
safety equ ipment and conveniences pro·
"Corbusler:
U n II e"; university . administered fedyet.
"But
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guess
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that
b open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through June 30, Teaching Gallery.
junior
year.
vided.
among
Yacht suitable for 2 to 6 peoplt .
the angry citizens are controlled by a monolithic
through Wednesday: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EXHIBITION : "American Prlntmakers," eral contract research cenPennington will prefer to go
The grants include funds to Contact Dave Searles, 935-1520.
here.
power structure. "Penning- someplace
Thursday and Friday.
CTR 108 from a a.m. to 5 p.m.. week ters.
else next year," he establish 1,213 N a t i o n a l 15. SERVICES OFFERED
AEGEAN SENIOR PORTRAITS Will be days, to June 23.
The federal government is
THE TROUBLE b e g a n ton's students started de- said.
t.aken In the yearbook office CCTR 221 l FACULTY RECITAL: Martha Rearick,
Teaching Fellowships at the TUTORIAL: Private lessons in Modern
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sitting appointments by signing a time
eral sources providing 66 per ·People," was published and
20. PERSONAL NOTES
schedu le posted in the Office of Campus chdrge.
PENNINGTON'S status at irritated at Pennington, the The Fellows are junior
faculty
Publications, CTR 223. There is no PLAY: "Caucasian Chalk Circle," 8 p.m. cent of research funds. Other
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.War On Crime
Loses In Talk
The governor's War on
Crime sufCered a setback in
public approval Monday evening in the Focus: Parliamentary Debate.
After listening to Malcolm
Beard, sheriff of Hillsborough
County, who was speaker for
the affirmative a nd Raymond
E. LaPorte, a Tampa attorney, speaker for the negative,
the assembled students and
faculty voted 35 negative and
26 affirmative concerning the
resolution approving the Governor's War on Crime Commission directed by George
Wackenhut.
During the debate, Beard
strongly lauded the general
awakening among Florida law
enforcement officials that followed the announcement of
the governor's privately financed War on Crime. He
also stated that the governor's investigators are only
"fact-finders" and do not
have powers of arrest or seizure.
The mainstay of LaPorte's

LEVI'S
GIRL WATCHERS
WEAR LEVI'S
DO YOU?

argument was the conflict of
interest principle. He said
Wackenhut's private interests
may tend to affect his public
actions.
During the question and answer period, one student
asked Beard if there were a
public list of the names of the
patrons to the fund for the
War on Crime. He answered
that no list had been issued
but that one was to be published shortly.

'Acquisitions'
On Display Here
Two art exhibits, "New Acquisitions" and "Corbusier:
Unite," are on display
through June 30 in the Library and Teaching Galleries.
The exhibits are part of five
collections purchased by. USF
under a $2,500 grant from the
Florida Development ComrmsslOn and the National
Foundation for the Arts. The
funds, matched by the university, were used to obtain
works by Rauschenberg, Michael Ponce de Leon, Romas
Viesulas, Victor Vasarely and
Corbusier.
Included in the "New Acquisitions" exhibit in the Library
Gallery are works by Vasarely, an op artist; 10 inkless
intaglios by Viesulas; and 13
highly embossed prints by De
Leon.
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By SUSAN FAULKNER
Fine Arts Editor
The rich earthiness of
Dylan Thomas' poetic play

Rearick
To Perform
In Program
The Division of Fine Arts of
the University of South Florida will present Martha Rearick, flutist, in a program on
Thursday evening, June 1, in
the Fine Arts Auditorium at
8:30p.m.
Assistant professor of music
at the University, Miss Rearick will include works of Teteman, J. S. Bach and Schubert
during the first half of her
concert.
Alter on intermission Miss
Rearick will perform Prokofieff's Sonata in D Major and
will be joined by Margery
Enix, Cellist, in a performance of Delio Joio's Trio for
Flute, Cello and Piano. Dr.
Gary Wolf will accompany
Miss Rearick on the piano.
Miss Rearick also is known
for her work as principal flutist with the Tampa Philharmonic and the St. Petersburg
Symphony ,orchestras and as
soloist for both the Tampa
and the St. Petersburg Chamber Music societies.

'Forum' Cast
Continues Tour
"A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way To the Forum,"
the side-splitting m us i c a I
comedy of Roman love that
rocked USF this past February, now is providing entertainment for servicemen as it
continues on its USO tour.
The all student cast includes Don Moyer, Don Sadler, Bob Edwin, John Ryan,
Doug Kaye, Brion Black,
Holly Gwinn, Peggy McGrath,
Jill Johnson, Nita Laca, Jerry
Peeler, Carol Oditz, Jim
Scott, Aleida Chumley and Barbara Richardson. They are
being accompanied by Russel
Whaley, chairman of Theatre
Arts.
The production, which was
selected by the U.S. Defense
Department and the Ameri·
can Educational Theatre Association, made its first stop
in Greenland where it stayed
until May 24th. It has Iceland,
Labrador and Newfoundland
yet to tour, plus a five day
vacation in England where
the students will visit places
of historical interest and
drama centers.
The group is scheduled to
return to Tampa around June
22.

"Under Milk Wood" will be
brought to life by the USF Experimental Theatre June 1, 2,
and 3 at 8:30p.m. in the TAT.
Directed by Jack Belt, assistant director of Theatre
Arts, the cast will include Joe
Argenio, Jerry Duffin, John
Greco, Mary Greer, Cindy
Hill, C l a u d i a Juergensen,
Claudia Keldie, Pat Mentasane,
Frank Morse, Nanette Nelson,
Wayne Otto, Rushdy Sinoway,
Art Taxman, and Patricia
Williams. These 14 actors will
portray 67 characters, all inhabitants of a small town
called Llareggub.
"Under Milk Wood" is a
moving and humorous portrait of the circle of events of
a spring day in Llareggub. It
begins in dreams, the deep
hidden impulses of the mind,
before dawn; moves with
grace and ease into the bright
and noisy daylight and at
last, flows into the night.
BELT SAID the play was
originally written for radio.
"Our production is radio - like
in many ways: the stage is always in darkness or semidarkness . . . lights confine
the location in which the

By SUSAN FAULKNER
Fine Arts Editor
Ramparts, the controversial
leftist magazine said by
"Time" to pack "A bomb in
every issue," hit the newsstand at USF just two issues
ago. It has since provided
fresh material for controversy
for many USF students.
The background of the magazine is quite a story in its
own right. It began in 1962 being founded by Edward
Keating, a San Francisco real
estate man with a sizeable inas a liberal
heritance Roman Catholic quarterly.
The magazine couldn't seem
to get off the ground. As Keating put it, "There weren't
enough Catholic laymen to
write for and buy it ... Besides we got bored with just
the church."

Repertory Set
For July 17
The Theall'e Arts departments' Summer Repertory
Festival will begin July 17
and run for two weeks
through July 29.
As part of the summer theatre workshop, four one-act
plays: "The Typist and The
both by Murry
Tiger" Schisgal ; "The Rainmakers"
by W. Richard Wash, and
"Private Lives" by Noel Coward will be produced and presented.

BUT THEY haven't been
bored since. Headed by Editor
Warren Hinde III, the staff
has no interest in writing a
story just to fill space, but
rather in seeing that something comes of it. They use
Ramparts for f u 11-s c a I e,
armed political combat rather
than detached observations.
And Editor Hincle says "We
look at things from a moral
point of view."
Ramparts seems to have
two favorite targets for its
lead-packed punches: The ov-

Prices Start

erextended power of the CIA
and the government's policy
in Vietnam.
The CIA has been its darling though for over a year
now - since their startling
expose of CIA agents who had
supposedly infiltrated Michigan State University's Vietnamese police force training
center.
RAMPARTS REGARDS the
CIA as "an instrument of totalitarian control ... at home
where it serves the manipulation of .the thinking of the
whole nation."
With its fresh, new makeup, color pictures and various
cartoons a n d caricatures,
Ramparts avoids the full look
that is usual in many of its
leftist counterparts. Its vigor
bedazzles many readers into a
sheeplike acceptance of its
opinion as the fact
Each month well known
personages come under fire in
the witty " Sorel's Bestiary,"
where they are portrayed as
birds, beast of prey, dogs,
butterflies, hares, etc.
THE ISSUE of July 1966
had a cover entitled "The Aviary," and pictured heads of
state as heads of birds. Readily recognizable were : Johnson
as "Hickhawk (Consensus offensis) its motto 'In your
hearts you know I'm right,' "
and Humphrey, as "MYnor

'Chastity~

HONDA OF TAMPA

• •

Wednesday-Friday, June 7 through June 30; Theatre Gallery.
EXHIBITION: FINNEGAN'S WAKE, paper constructions
by James Russell.

• •

*·Thursday, Friday & Saturday, June 1, 2 and 3, 8:30 p.m.;
'lbeatre.
EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE: "UNDER Mll..K WOOD" by
Dylan Thomas

• •
• •

Thursday, June 1, 8:30p.m.; FAH 101
FACULTY CONCERT: Matha Rearick, flute
""' Wednesday, June 7, 8:30p.m.; Theatre
UNIVERSITY -COMMUNITY SYMPHONY CONCERT

• •

JULY

July 17-8aturday, July 29; Theatre
"THE RAINMAKER,"- July 17, 20, 24, and 27
"PRIVATE LIVES," - July 18, 21, 25, 18
"THE TYPISTS," and "THE TIGER," - July 19, 22, 26,
and 29
~-Monday,

• •

Monday, July 17-Saturday, July 22;
Piano Masters Class
Voice Masters Class
Chorus Workshop

• •

Monday, July 24-Saturda.y, July 29
Band Wokshop
String Workshop
July ExhibUions To Be Announced

• •

AUGUST
Galleries Closed
No events scheduled
*-Reserved seat tickets; admission charge
""' Reserved seat tickets required; no charge
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REGISTRATION
now being accepted for the
1967-68 school year,

St. Francis Episcopal School
pre-school through 5th Grade

BOSTON (CPS) - A fierceJy controversial advocate of

Terrace
Beauty Salon

Baird is charged with two
violations of the s t a t e's
"crimes against chastity"
laws because he described
modern methods of birth controt and disseminated free
non-prescriptive bir th control
devk-es and lists of foreign
abortionists before over 2,000
cheering students at Boston
University on April 6. The university and a state senator
called in scores. of police to
arrest him.
1a w
MASSACHUSETTS

9303 56th St.
Temple Terrace
Shopping Center
PHONE 988-2791

The Rev. J. R. Griffith
UCTOR AND HEADMASTER

~

5

I

provides that only a registered physician may offer advice or information on birth
control, and that only to married couples. Baird contended
that this is "the most archaic
and cruel birth control law in
the nation."
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Fitklity Union Lift

Phone 238-1098

Trial

ALL PHASES OF
BEAUTY CULTURE

Phone 258-5811
2301 S. MacDill
See Bill Munsey - He Is Your Fellow USF Student

JUNE
Wednesday-Friday, May 17 through June 30; Library Gallery.
EXHIBITION : NEW ACQUISITIONS by Michael Ponce de
'
Leon, Romas Viesulas, Victor Vasarely
Wednesday-Friday, May 24 through June 30; Teaching Gallery.
EXHIBITION: CORBUSIER: UNITE

Bird (ovum Exliberalis) flutter, flutter, flutter, flop. "
One month Ramparts r an
portions of a play called
"Macbird" by Barbara Garson. The play was an obvious
satire about the struggle between LBJ and RFK a nd was
patterned after Shakespeare's
"Macbeth." Characters included Jo.hn Ken O'Dunc, Ted
and Robert Ken O'Dunc, three
witches (one a student demonstrator, one a leftist, and t he
other a Negro), MacBird,
.Lady MacBird, Earl of Warren and MacNamara.
Each month as a service to
the public, Ramparts furnishes comprehensive and thorough reviews of the arts, the
theatre and cinema and
books.
RAMPARTS, BECAUSE of
i t s controversial editorial
stand finds it increasingly
hard to get advertising. But
West Coast backers are prepared to invest and support in
hopes of turning the corner.
Still, in 1965 the magazine
had a circulation of 15,000 and
has managed this year to win
the George Polk award for excellence in journalism - an
honor shared this year with
the essay department of Time
magazine.
"Any remarks about
strange bedfellows would be
. . . undignified," quoth the
Rampart.

Set For June

liberalized birth control laws
and legalized abortion headed
There will be three Faculty- toward the Massachusetts SuStaff luncheons in the next two preme Judicial Court after a
months according to Frank Boston judge refused to try
Spain, Program Chairman of
the Faculty-Staff Luncheon his case in loca l court here ,
May 8.
Club.
William R. Baird, 34, of
Occurring on June 8, and 29,
and July 20, the luncheons will Hempstead, L.I., is reschedbe held in CTR 225-6 and will
uled for trial June 5 in the
1 f
1
state's high court. Roxbury
District Court Judge Charles
I. Taylor declined jurisdiction
on him saying, "This court is
not interested in giving publicity to the case . . . I don't
want any pickets in front of
this court."

shapes the world
~....of wheels

men spit and prop the morning up and eye the fishy sea
smooth to the seas end as it
lulls in blue."
"Under Milk Wood" is often
said to be the Welsh version
of "Our Town." "I think it
points out the enduring qualiti«:..s of people," Belt said,
''like Our Town. The first and
second voices are very similar to Wilders' stage manager, and Captain Cat can be
compared to Emily who tells
the audience what to look for
and listen to."
DYLAN THOMAS worked
on "Under Milk Wood" for ten
years and finished it just one
month before his death at the
age of -39. Full of alliterative
phrases, it is a light drama
with plenty of earthy humor.
Tickets for this first production of the Experimental
Theatre ever open to the public are available through the
University Box Office between
1:15 and 4 :30 p.m. weekdays.
Phone reservations may be
made by calling 988-4131 ext.
323. Ticket prices are: 75
cents for students; $1.25 for
USF faculty; and $2.50 for the
general public.

Fine Arts Calendar
Of Events For Summer

SLIGH & NEBRASKA AVE.
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scene takes place . . . many
of the Jines are from off stage
and we have to stress the
voice, the poetry of the lines
and the quality of the writing."
The play itself has shortcomings which tend to limit
its suitability for theatrical
production. It has no plot and
no crisis. Yet " Under Milk
Wood" represents a supply
of supremely valuable personal experiences.
It is defined by a loose rather than a well ordered and fitted unity. It despenses with
the scene proper because such
a confinement would limit the
scope of the play.
BUT MTHOUT the scenes
as such, Thomas managed to
clothe this near skeletal form
with wonderfully fresh and
descriptive images of nature.
He talks of " Houses . .. blind
anthracite
as moles
statues of horses" asleep in
the fields, "dogs in the wetnosed yards," the sound of
"grass growing on Llareggub
hill ."
"The town ripples like a
lake in the waking haze" and
soon in the harbor "the fisher-

Ram-parts: A Bomb
In Every Issue

Luncheons Scheduled
For Faculty-Staff

- 3 Meats
- 3 Vegetohles
- 3 Pesserb

NORTHEAST

Under Milk Wood
To Open Thursday
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